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General Instructions: 

• Solve the worksheet in a separate copy which is available to you at your home or do it on a paper. 

Later will be pasted in your fair copy. 

• Complete this worksheet as your periodic test 1. Marks would be given to those who complete it 

else you will have to go through pen paper test after the school reopens. 

• To solve the worksheet you can take help of the following video link: 

https://youtu.be/45xdQFvqDjQ 

 

Q-1Which of the following leads to depreciation? 

a) Normal wear and tear 

b) Damage due to floods 

c) Damage due to market-crash 

d) None of these 

Q-2 Depreciation reserve fund is needed for: 

a) Inventory stock 

b) Advertisement  

c) Replacement investment 

d) None of these 

Q-3 What is current replacement cost? 

Q-4 Define Stock and Flow. 

Q-5 Write some examples of Stocks and Flows.  

Q-6 How are stock and flow dependent on each other? Illustrate with a picture and diagram. (T.R Jain pg. 

no 29) 
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS : 

1. solve the worksheet in a separate notebook or do it on a paper later will be      

pasted in your fair notebook. 

2. To solve this worksheet you can take help from the following link 

https://youtu.be/skdDKo5tkUw  

3. When you open this youtube link it has some notes also please check the 

description of the YouTube video 

4. Complete this worksheet as your periodic test. Marks would be given to those 

complete it else you will have to go through pen paper test after the school 

reopen 

 

Read pg. no. 55,  56,  57, 58 of your physical education book  

Q 1. Discuss about the vitamin D in details.  

Q.2. Briefly explain the function an resources of Five water soluble  vitamins.  

Q.3. Discuss about calcium, phosphorus, sodium.  

Q.4.What is the work of sulphur?  

 

 

https://youtu.be/skdDKo5tkUw

